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Abstract
An efficient baud rate clock and data recovery architecture
is applied to a double samplingiintegrating front-end receiver
for optical interconnects. Receiver performance is analyzed
and projected for future technologies. This front-end allows
use of a 1 5 demux architecture to achieve SGbis in a 0.25pm
CMOS process. A S:1 multiplexing transmitter is used to
drive VCSELs for optical transmission. The transceiver chip
consumes 14SmW per link at 5Gh/s with a 2.5V supply.
Keywords: optical interconnects, clock and data recovery,
integrating receiver, IiO, double sampling, baud rate, VCSEL
Introduction
Many researchers have proposed using a large number of
optical beams in parallel to achieve very high data rates for
short-haul chip-to-chip communication. Bonding 2D arrays of
hundreds of photo-detectors and VCSELs to silicon substrates
has been demonstrated and scaling to thousands of devices is
possible [I]. Such a system requires receiver and transmitter
circuitry that is very small and has low power consumption.
In our previous work [2], we showed that a double
samplingiintegrating front-end could be an excellent
candidate for parallel optical interconnects due to its low
power and area consumption. In this work we increase the
performance of the receiver by 2.Sx by using a higher
multiplexing factor, and create a complete link by applying an
efficient, novel baud rate clock and data recovery (CDR)
scheme to the previous architecture. Our 3x3 array transceiver
test-chip with VCSEL drivers for optical transmission is
shown in Fig. 1.

This transceiver uses time division de/multiplexing of 5 to
support a bit-time less than 2 F 0 4 inverter delays. The low bit
time is possible since this architecture eliminates the need for
a transimpedance amplifier that runs at the bit rate. To save
power, each column of three transmitters shares one PLL that
generates clock phases for the multiplexing. The very last row
of traiismitters are wire-bonded to three VCSELs and the rest
of the array is designed to have flip-chip bonded multiple
quantum well (MQW) p-i-n diodes that can be used both as
optical modulators for transmission and as photo-detectors at
the receivers (the MQW modulator transmitters are not
discussed in this paper). The under 2 F04 bit-time yields
SGb/s per link in our 0.2Spm technology, and we show how
these techniques scale to future technologies. Greater than
lOGh/s is achievable in a 0.13pm CMOS technology.
Optical Receiver
In the double samplindintegrating front-end described in
[2], the optically generated current is integrated onto the
parasitic capacitor of the input node and voltage-samples at
the end of two consecutive bit-times are compared for data
recovery. The input node is effectively AC-coupled using a
negative feedback loop that subtracts a DC current equal to
the average optical current. In this new design we achieve
higher data rates by using five sets of samplers and five clock
phases to build a 1:5 demultiplexing front-end that operates
off an S-10 F04 clock. The multiplexing is possible since the
receiver avoids a transimpedance amplifier that must run at
the hit rate. The basic input receiver is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 Double samplinglintegrating front-end receive,
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A. Double Sumpling/Infegruting Front-EndAnalysis
In this front-end, the data rate is limited by the bandwidth
of the samplers I/C,R, , where the sampling capacitor C, is
mainly the input capacitance of the comparators and R, is the
ON resistance of the NMOS sampler in Fig. 3.
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rate. For a 10." error rate, the measured noise amplitude is
k6mV. The calculated sampler's KT/C noise plus
comparator's input referred noise for this error rate is about
k4.8mV (0.8mV total RMS). In order to achieve a BER better
which
than IO.'', AVb needs to be ?(6un+V,)=*9mV,
corresponds to 4.5fJ optical energy per bit and 22.5pW of
optical power for 5Gb/s data rate. For this sizing, the
electrical power consumption is 0.5mW for the first stage
comparator, 0.4mW in the second stage sense amplifier and
RS latch, and 0.5mW in the clock buffers (about half of it in
wires) at IGHz clock. Samplers' power is in the order of pW
and negligible. This gives a total of 7mW power for the five
samplerdcomparators needed to support a 5 Gh/s data rate.
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Fig. 3 Sampler and half circuit of the StrongAnn latch comparator

The required optical power depends on the photodiode
responsivity R, the total parasitic capacitance C, at the input
node, and the minimum required input swing, AV,.
Pop =R-'AV,(C,+n/:C,)f wherefis the hit rate and n is
the multiplexing factor. The minimum voltage swing per hit
required for a certain BER of the integrating receiver is set by
the volta e
and offset of the front-end,
AV, = * ( k . F y V o g ) . The dominant source of offset
is the residual offset of the comparators after being digitally
corrected [3],which in our design is roughly 2.5mV. The two
main noise sources are the thermal noise of the sampler
/comparator and the sampled voltage uncertainty due to clock
jitter: U"' =(KT/C,) +(A-' K T / C , ) + ( O , A V , / T , ) ~ where
A is the voltage gain from V, to Vi, cr, is the RMS jitter and T,
is the hit period. A is between 1-3 depending on the common
mode voltage with small dependence on transistor sizes and
capacitances.
The electrical power consumption in this first stage (Fig. 3)
can be approximated by P, =3C,Vdd2fsince the relative
sizes of the devices are set by timing constraints. Therefore,
transistor and capacitor sizing of the sampler and clocked
comparator are very important and set the sensitivity
(required optical power), electrical power and the bandwidth
of the receiver. Fig. 4 shows how required optical energy per
bit changes as a function of C, for different values of Cj and
C., Increasing C, up to the point that the total input
capacitance is not increased significantly can help to reduce
the optical energy by decreasing the KTjC noise. For a
200ff C,, the parasitics of our flip-chip bonded detectors, and
multiplexing factor of 5 , the optimum value of C, is around
15ff. Although larger values of Cj can reduce the noise,
smaller C, is preferred for lower electrical power. Thus our
test-chip comparators are sized for a C, =15W in 0.25pm
CMOS technology, resulting in about 250ff total capacitance
at the input node. As shown in Fig. 4 the optimum value of C,
is about 2x smaller if C, is reduced to 50W.
For our test-chip the input noise amplitude was measured
by gradually increasing the offset and looking at the error
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Required optical energy per bit versus C, , C, and C,
assuming R=O.SAIW, SNR=36 (BER =IO.l'), and A=l
Fig. 4

B. Scaling

Technology scaling has two main effects on the
performance of the front-end receiver: the lower operating
voltages decrease the required power and the higher
performance devices allow higher bit rate operation. Since the
size of the input circuitIy is set by KT/C noise issues,
scaling does not directly change the sizes of the input devices
(Fig 4). Thus, the optical energy per hit will not scale directly,
and the optical power will need to increase as the bit rate
scales. Constant optical power is possible if the photodiode
parasitics can he scaled with technology.
If the feature sizes and supply voltage scale by a,and data
rate by a-',with constant Cj,electrical power in the first stage
of receiver approximately scales as a. The power
consumption in the following stages (second sense amplifier
Note that for the
and SR latch) and clock wires scale with d.
0.25pm technology test-chip most of the overall power is
dissipated in the clocking circuits (PLL) that also scale as d.
The total test-chip receiver power is 75mW and will scale to
about 20mW in a 10Gb/s, 0.13pm design. As technology
continues to scale, supply scaling will slow when Vdd
reaches around IV. When this occurs, front-end power will
increase linearly with data rate.
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C. Baud Rate CDR

An interesting problem in a clocked integrating front-end is
to recover the clock from the incoming data. We can apply
the standard 2x oversampled technique for clock and data
recovery (CDR) to our double samplingiintegrating front-end
by duplicating our samplersicomparators and clocking the
second set with a clock shifted by half a bit period in a bangbang control loop. The control loop adjusts the clock phase
by trying to equalize the consecutive middle samples (Vm,
and Vm,~! in Fig. 5a) at any transition. While this technique
has the advantage of having phase correction at any data
transition, it requires extra sets of samplers and clock phases
that add to the area, power consumption and design
complexity.
The integrating front-end allows us to create efficient baud
rate CDR based only on data samples with reduced
complexity and power consumption, Fig. 5b. Instead of
comparing each sample V, with a one-bit older sample V.~, as
done for data recovery, each data sample is compared with its
two-bit older sample Vn.> for phase recovery (the P
comparators in Fig. 5c).
Vm,, > Vm, : late clock
Vmn.. < Vmn : early clock

2X oversampled CDR

z V,: late Clock
Vn.2 c V": early clock

V,

Baud rate CDR

(b)

(a)
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perforniance of the two techniques by looking at the
probability of these npidn commands versus phase
misalignment in the presence of noise and offset. Reduction
in the effective gain is the main trade-off for using baud rate
clock recovery
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Fig. 6 Phase detector performance for 2x and baud rate CDR
In the test chip to save power we used the VCO PLL design
described in [4]. The control voltage from the transmitter's
voltage-controlled ring oscillator is used to set the coarse
frequency level of a similar VCO at the receiver. The phase
correction signals from the CDR then drive the fine control
loop, as shown in Fig. 7a. Our testing results showed that for
achieving acceptable jitter numbers and BER the required
voltage swing per bit is higher than what we expected. The
I.OGHz recovered clock with 4.8ps RMS jitter shown in Fig.
7b corresponds to 5Gbis data rate with about 40mV voltage
swing per bit.

mIAl

Fig. 5 CDR for double samplin&tegrating receiver
The error information for the CDR loop is the difference in
these two samples and the 4 bit pattern that corresponds to
samples V.~, to V,,,. The valid patterns for phase corrections
are those that give equal V, and V,.z samples when the clock
is synchronized with the incoming data. "001 I" and "1 100"
are patterns that have complete earlyilate phase information.
Most other patterns have conditional phase information, e.g.
1101 only gives robust resnlts when the input leads the clock.
The overall phase correction probability in this CDR is 0.25
for random data, while it is 0.5 for a normal 2x oversampled
system. A pattern and phase detector block can generate the
up/dn command for a bang-hang phase correction loop based
on this technique. The graph in Fig. 6 compares the
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Fig. 7 CDR loop used in our test chip and recovered 1GHr clock
The main reason behind degraded jitter and higher voltage
requirements is that the SNR for the phase comparators are
much lower than the expected AVJan for data comparators,
and as shown in Fig. 6, wrong up/dn decisions are often made
for small phase errors. This means that to reduce the clock
jitter caused by the input, we need to heavily filter the upidn
phase correction commands before applying any phase
correction to the VCO. Therefore, the bandwidth of our CDR
loop should be very small, requiring a very stable, low jitter
VCO. Unfortnnately, this requirement makes our PLL design,
with a ring oscillator, less than optimal. Future designs will
2004 Symposium On VLSl
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either use stable LC oscillators like the ones used in clock
synthesizers [ 5 ] , or use a dual loop architecture [6], where the
VCO (which could be a ring oscillator) is locked to a clean
reference clock and the filtered CDR drives a digital phase
interpolator. While the low loop bandwidth does reduce the
jitter in a dual-loop CDR, it also reduces the frequency
tracking range of the PLL. Recently a number of researchers
have proposed building a second order phase tracking loop
[7] to improve the frequency tracking range.
Transmitter VCSEL Driver Design

receiver looks promising for these applications. By trading
off a little sensitivity, it removes the need for gain at the hit
rate, allowing use of a 1.5 demux architecture, and achieves
less than 2 F 0 4 hit time, or 5Gbis in our 0.25pm test-chip.
The integrating nature of the input allows one to build a baud
rate clock recovery by looking at voltage samples that are
separated by two bits. While this phase measurement is noisy
and has low gain, it is effective in a low-bandwidth CDR
loop. Muxing is also used to create direct drivers for the
VCSEL. The DC drop across the laser diode can be easily
handled by using an additional supply, and clamping the
CMOS to ensure transistors are not overstressed.
With a 2.5V power supply, the receiver consumes 75mW at
5Ghis. Total power at the transmitter with LVDD=4V is
72mW. Scaling to a 0.13pm technology would provide a
lOGhis link that dissipates less than 40mW per transceiver.

This link requires a VCSEL current driver running at a bit
period as low as 2 F 0 4 invertcr delays. Fig. 8 shows the
designed driver stage with a separate 4V supply (LVDD).
This higher supply is necessary to support the large 1.6V DC
forward voltage drop of the VCSEL. Differential drivers steer
modulation current between the VCSEL and a dummy nMOS
device to guarantee constant current draw from the LVDD
supply to avoid cross-talWISI. A bias current is applied to
keep the VCSEL lasing to prevent optical turn-on delay. 5: I
multiplexing is implemented directly at the low impedance
VCSEL with each differential pair activated during the
overlap of adjacent clock phases from the 5-stage VCO in the
transmitter PLL. The output pulse-width is controlled with a
feedback loop that varies the pre-drive delay using digitallyFig. 9 VCSEL driver 5Gbis optical eye diagram
adjustable capacitive loads [4].
,______________.._..........
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